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The series 
for .Y > 1. where n,, nz, . . . . nk are ordinary integers, is estimated by means of 
Vinogradov’s trigonometric sum method and contour integration. I( 1988 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This series was considered first by I. Kasara [6], who asserted that 
“S(x) = x + O( .x/log x).” 
Diamond [3] pointed out that this assertion is not correct as it stands. 
Diamond interpreted S(x) as a statement about Beurling generalized prime 
numbers and estimated it by means of the NymanMalliavinDiamond 
Theorem [2]. He showed that 
holds, where c e 1.24292. 
We now ask if the estimate can be improved. The answer is affirmative. 
We shall prove the following 
* This article is, with minor changes, a chapter of the author’s Ph.D. dissertation, written at 
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign under the direction of Professor Harold G. 
Diamond. 
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THEOREM. We have 
S(x) = cx + 0(x exp{ - c,(log -uP(log log log x)?‘~ I), 
where c and c, are constant and c G 1.14292, c, > 0. 
To prove this theorem, we first formulate the generating Mellin trans- 
form. Define arithmetic functions 
I 
1, if n= 1, 
y(n)= kf,& c 
1 
. n,n2 ..,rk=,, logn, logn2~~~lognk’ 
if n> 1, 
n,.n2, . ..llk> I 
and 
f(n) = Y;log II, { 
if n= 1, 
if n>l. 
The respective summatory functions are 
S(x)= 1 Y(n) and F(x)= 1 f(n), 
n< r II< 1; 
Let dN denote the counting measure of the ordinary positive integers and 6 
denote the Dirac point mass at 1. Let dcr be a real-valued set function, 
defined on the Bore1 subsets of [ 1, rx, ), whose restrictions to all bounded 
intervals [ 1, X] are finite measures. Define the set function L dcr by 
Then we have 
Y=expf, LdS=dS* LdF, LdF=dN-6, 
where dS *L dF is the multiplicative convolution of dS and L dF (see [2]). 
Consider the Mellin transform 
s(s) = j; x ’ dS(x), a> 1. 
Then we have 
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d$s) 
T=,?(.~)= j,; -,PLdS(x)= -jr x-“(dS* LdF)(x) 
= -%) jr ?c-‘(dN- 6)(x) = -S(s)([(s) - I), 
where i(s) is Riemann’s zeta function. Hence, 
S’(s) 
-= -(i(s) - 1). 
$4 
To get the analytic continuation for L?(s), we set 
S(s)=G(s)/(s- 1). 
Then 
g’(s) G’(s) 1 -=-- -= -(i(s) - 1) 
S(s) (3s) s- 1 
and we have 
G’(s) -= - 
G(s) 
Us)--& ) 1 =:-i,(s), 
where cl(s) = c(s) - (s - 1) ~’ - 1 is entire. Thus we obtain 
G(s)=G(l)exp(-j:[,(u)du). 
2. SOME LEMMAS 
As usual, in order to obtain an asymptotic formula for S(x) by contour 
integration, we have to produce the estimate of g(s) in a region on the left 
side of the line o = 1. This is established with the aid of several lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let y and CI be positive constants with tl < 1 but otherwise 
arbitrary. For s = a + it with 
l+ Y pdad2, 
log* Itl 
Itl 32, 
112 
we have 
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i 
.)’ 
i,(u)du= -log ItI +28loglog ItI +0(l), , 
where 101 6 1. 
Proof We first have 
s 
n+ir ds 
-=log 
o+it- 1 
n+2, s- 1 a+2i- 1 =log ItI +0(l). 
By the approximate functional equation for c(s) [7, Chap. IV, Sect. 4.111, 
for x= Itl, O< Iv1 d )tl, we have 
Therefore, we then have 
s O+“([(~)-l)d~=i/‘([(~+it~)-l)dr~ 0 f 2, 2 
=~,<~~yj-~--&d~~+W4’ zlog14). 
The last sum equals 
c n”+2110gn- c n”+!logn. I <,,<lll I -cn< /I/ 
It is easy to see that 
c n”+2110g n 
I cm< 111 
=0(1)+8.j;“$& 
=0(1)+t?loglog~t(, W’l, 14 < 1 
since 0 > 1 and a similar estimate holds for C, .,nG ,I, l/(~F+~l log n). Also, 
we note that 
ltl’P”lcgltl 6 ItI ;“‘og”‘i logIt/ =ePY’Og’~“” logltl = O(1) 
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since c( < 1. Hence, by the boundedness of i,(s) on 1 tI 6 2, 1 6 fl d 2, we 
obtain that 
j‘$u)du=O(l)+ j;:::(&)--& ) 1 du 
= -log~t~+2tIloglog~t~ +0(l). [ 
The following lemma is the best estimate known for the given 
trigonometric sum by Vinogradov’s method. 
LEMMA 2. There exist two absolute constants c > 0 and y > 0 such that 
holds for 2 6 N < t. 
Proof: See [S, mana V, Sect. 21 or [4, Chap. 11, Sect. 21. 1 
LEMMA 3. There exists an absolute constant 11, ulith 0 < y, 6 1 such that 
~(a+it)=O((log~t~)2’3(loglog~t~)YL(logloglog~t~)~2’3) 
holds for 
031-y, ItI 3 16. 
Proof: ’ Without lose of generality, we may assume CJ ~2. We set 
y, = min(y/2, 1), say, where y is the absolute constant in Lemma 2 and 
.X = Itl. Then we have, by the approximate functional equation for c(s), 
To estimate the sum on the right side, we introduce 
if U< 1, 
C(u)= 
i 
1 n-l’, if u31. 
lin<u 
I Prof. Diamond has indicated a way to get a sharper estimate by using a more complicated 
calculation. However, we do not introduce his method at this point because it does not have 
an essential impact on our ultimate result. 
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Then, by Lemma 2, we have 
da 1, y ‘C(u)‘u ’ “du+‘c(x)‘.K d 
We now break the integration interval of the last integral into two parts 
0 6 II< u0 and u. 6 u 6 log x where 
ug = (log Itl)zi3(log log loglt1)“3. 
On the interval [0, uO) the integral does not exceed 
J:exp{q log log log 1 tI 213 log’r’ ) ]do 
1 
6- 
( 
log )tl !;3 
YI lo~hitl~!il~l 1 
ev{y, log log 1044 i- 
On the second part, we have 
log log log 111 
UY, ( log Ifl > V3 <y~(logloglogltl)“3~~ II3 ‘2 logz’3 I ?I 2logZ 
and hence 
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This completes the proof. 1 
LEMMA 4. For 
23031-y, 
log log log 1 t1 
> 
2’3 
bItI ’ 
ItI 3 16, 
we have 
i’ ,'i,(u)du= -1ogjtl +O(loglogItl). 
Proqf: By Lemma 1, the estimate holds for CJ 3 1 + y,/log213t, t 2 16. 
Then, for 
we have 
I 
, = 
I ’ + ‘wx2 “I + ” i, (~1 du + j;;,:‘,,,,,2,3,, + if i, (~1 du 
= -log t + Wx log t) + j;;c;,,,o,;3r,+ i, i,(u) du 
and, by Lemma 3, 
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I 
d + ,r 
I + ly,/Iogw) + II i](u) d” 
I 
” + if 
= i(u) du + O( 1) 
1 + (r.,ilo&3t) + ir 
= O((log t)‘qog log t);“(lOg log log f)-?‘3) 
= U( log log t) 
(note that y, 6 l!). 1 
LEMMA 5. For 
23031-y, 
log log log / t 1 
> 
V3 
logIt ’ 
It1 3 16, 
we have 
G(s) 
S(s)=== O(logAJtJ), 
where A is a constant. 
Proof: We have 
G(s)=G(l)exp -j~ll(u)d ) u = G( 1) exp(log ItI + O(log log (4 )) 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let 
S,(x)= j,‘ydf. 
Then, by Perron’s inversion formula, 
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where a > 1. We take a = 1 + l/log x and break the integration path into 
three parts: - act-c-T, -T<tfT, and T<t<cc with T to be 
specified. 
By Lemma 5, we have 
4-q 
‘% logA t log* T 
T  
tZ dt << x T 
and 
To estimate the integral 
we consider the contour integral on the rectangle R with vertices a k iT, 
h k iT where 
(see Lemma 5). The only singularity of the integrand in R is a simple pole 
at s= 1 with residue 
Therefore, 
We have, by Lemma 5, 
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On the line segment {b + it: ItI < TJ, we have the estimate 
I&)l -e logA T. 
Actually, 
holds for 1 tl d 16 since G(s) is bounded in the rectangle 0 d (T < 2, I tI < 16. 
For ItI > 16, we appeal to Lemma 5. Therefore, we have 
Thus we obtain that 
S,(x)=G(l).v+O + 0( xh log” T). 
We now take T satisfying 
log T= y, (‘0”;;;~ q2’310g.Y 
for .Y sufficiently large. Then we have 
S,(x) = G( 1 )x + 0(x log .x)~~:~+&’ exp( -y’(log x)3’5(log log log x)“‘}) 
= G( 1 )x + 0(x exp{ -(y’ -a) log x)3’5(log log log x)~/~}) 
(with 0 < y’ < yi15). We note that S,(x) is a sort of average of S(x) and that 
S(x) is monotone. The above estimate of S,(x) implies that 
S(x)=G(l)x+O xexp 
( i 
4,’ ’ - t‘ 
- 2 (log .)3q log log log x)2’5 
11 
by an elementary tauberian argument [ 1, Chap. VII, Sect. 7.81. Also, we 
know [3] c=G(l) G 1.24292. 1 
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